
Dear Jim, 	 6/10/75 
There is and has been more than the usual chaos here. espite the kind of news Dge not read a clip in two days* Ind planned the accumulation for the a.w,, when I have to wait at a garage for about an hour of two, but with tonight's release of the Rock, Rpt I'll have enough, with a batch of clips JL has sent. So, after this I'll catch up. 
Net TV had nothing on assassinations, but Ford/Belie could not ignore what was 

given them plairtered. 
Other things sned bad vibes from the Bill but no time for speculation and partial reporting now. Those with means continue to follow behind me and with all I can t 

get to I'll just ease out until there may be real promise. Not as Imox have beat  taking time to help them start and point straight* I'll have to let them learn the hard way. 	
4 had to draft a speech for the Un. Md. and to include with it a long enough explanation of the new pictures so that those in the press willing to use them can have an understanding of what fits. As can the oninformed audience. 4't will give JL what he can extract for a new affidavit I don t thank we can complete and file within the time we have. 

As usual it is right off the top. Depite yesterday's interruptions I did it all them, with other things. o good this way*  And no real choice. Anyway, I had expected the college kids to mimeograph it but can t depend on them so the carbon Lil was going to correct with her legible handwrieing I'll send 301. If we have only the typed copies I'll have to keep them for press use. Carbons, that is. 
The arrangements on printing the pix have felled through. They may be done a day late in terms of showing to the media people. Who will now be preoccupied with other matters. 
I don't know if this content will interest you. I think you'll see the ammo for fighting the govt in it. 
I've again asked JL to file motions to compel responses ha and for a delay of 10 days after they are made. 
No reaction to affidavit filed and no copies either* 
I think I'll have to use my second speech at Md. to do more of what I started at NYg where I was too sick to do it myself. Not certain yet* 
NPR has a Rock Rpt special in about an hour. I'll probably try to get a copy day aftertomorrow when I have to be in DC for a memorial meeting for Cliff Derr. I don t know if he was in your time. I'll use the whole day or as much of it as Lil is up to. If JL goes for one he'll probablt get one for me. I've been promised but can't take chances. I've no reason to back off on anything basic and what I've heard confirms what I think was ohtious and you as much as I expected. 

Best, 


